
 
 

 

 

MINUTES – MARCH 10, 2022 Board and Stakeholder Meeting 
 
1     WELCOMING REMARKS: 

a. Call to Order by President Terri Tippit at 6:03 pm 
Roll call- 
Seat 1 Jae Wu, present 
Seat 2 Lisa Morocco, present 
Seat 3 Jeff Hronek, present 
Seat 4 Kim Christensen, present 
Seat 5 Louis Schillace, not present 
Seat 6 Vicki Curry, present 
Seat 7 Barbara Broide, present 

Seat 8 Terri Tippit, present 
Seat 9 Sean McMillan, present 
Seat 10 Mary Williams, not present 
Seat 11 Mary Kusnic, not present  
Seat 12 Margaret Gillespie, present 
Seat 13 Jane Wishon, present 
Seat 14 Ira Newlander (alternate for Shannon Burns), present  
Seat 15 Caryn Friedman, present 
Seat 16 Karriann Hinds, not present  
Seat 17 Joanne Dorfman, not present 
Seat 18 Joseph Roth, present 
Seat 19 vacant 
 

Motion:  WNC approves January 13, 2022 minutes 
Moved:  Seat 1 (Jae Woo) 
Second: Seat 2 (Lisa Morocco) 
Pass: Yes (12 yes; 0 no; 1 abstain; 5 not present).  
Yes(Y)    No(N)   Abstain(A)  Not present(NP) 
 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10NP,11NP,12Y,13Y,14A,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 
 
 
Motion:  WNC approves February 10, 2022 minutes 
Moved: Seat 13 (Jane Wishon) 
Second: Seat 2 (Lisa Morocco) 
Pass : Yes (11 yes; 0 no; 2 abstain; 5 not present) 

 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4A,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10NP,11NP,12Y,13Y,14A,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 
  



 
 

 

 

Motion:  Approve February MER 
Moved: Seat 2 (Lisa Morocco)  
Second: Seat 1 (Jae Woo) 
Pass: Yes (12 yes; 0 no; 1 abstain; 5 not present).  
 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10NP,11NP,12Y,13Y,14A,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 
 
3.   COMMUNITY/GOVERNMENT REPORTS & ANNOUNCEMENTS:       

  
a.   LAPD    

 
In the absence of a representative from the LAPD, President Terri Tippit reported 

that the LAPD was on-site today assisting in the clean-up of the homeless 
encampment on Military.  Aside from one minor issue, the clean-up was 
completed without incident.   
 
The LAPD also was on-site for the clean-up of the homeless encampment at 
Westwood Park on March 7. The next sites scheduled for clean-up within the 
WNC are the sites at Bagley & Harlow and Palms Park. 
 
Terri reported that SLO Rick Ballesteros advised that there has been an increase 
in grand theft auto, burglaries from a car, and robberies within the WNC.  He 
asked that stakeholders be reminded not to leave their cars unlocked, not to 
leave keys or key fobs in the car, and not to leave valuables in their cars. 
 
Terri reported that Senior Lead Officer Baker advised that he had checked Palms 
Park today and did not find any unhoused from the Westwood Park clean-up. 
 
Per Terri’s report, SLO Baker reported that thefts of catalytic converters are on 
the rise (particularly for Hondas and Toyota Prius).  
 
[Galina Atencio, the alternate for Seat 10, joined the meeting at 6:16 pm] 
 
Per Terri’s report, SLO Baker reported that “bandit tow trucks” are towing Prius 
cars. 
 
SLO Baker is hosting “Coffee with a Cop” for the community to come together 
and discuss their public safety concerns.  The event will take place on March 16, 
from 7-9:30 am, at the Cheviot Hills Recreation Center. 
 
 



 
 

 

 

b.  Mayor’s Office  
 
Vishesh Anand, the West Area Representative for the Mayor’s Office, gave the 
Mayor’s report.   
 
The Mayor signed an Executive Order creating the City of Los Angeles Tourism 
Cabinet, a group of department general managers to support growth in the 
tourism and hospitality sectors in Los Angeles. The Executive Order also calls for 
the implementation of the recommendations laid out in the City’s Tourism Master 
Plan. 
 
The Mayor signed into law an ordinance that will reduce speed limits by 5 mph 

on 177 miles of streets throughout Los Angeles with the goal of reducing 
accidents. 
 
Funding has been made available to Los Angeles residents for utility debt relief 
throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. While credits automatically were applied to 
some bills, other funding programs are now available for those who qualify 
(including discount programs for income-eligible customers, rebates, and flexible, 
extended payment arrangements). 
 
Free tax preparation assistance is available to Los Angeles residents through 
https://www.freetaxprepla.org/  
 
Applications for rent relief through the “Housing Is Key” program are being accepted 
through March 31, 2022. 
 
Free naturalization services are being made available locally through “Naturalize 2 
million by 2022!” (a nationwide campaign to encourage 2 million residents to obtain 
citizenship in 2022). 
 
With the opening of the Red Cloud Wind Project in New Mexico, over 60% of Los 
Angeles’ energy is now carbon-free. 
 
For any questions or concerns, Anand’s email address is 
Vishesh.Anand@lacity.org.  
 

c.  Senator Kamlager’s Office 
 
Josef Siroky reported that the Senator’s office is collaborating with Los Angeles 
City Council District 5 in putting together the Westwood Park Connect Day, 

https://www.freetaxprepla.org/


 
 

 

 

aimed at providing resources and services for individuals experiencing 
homelessness in our community.  
 
Siroky described the state resources available for rental assistance, eviction 
protection, and mortgage relief through the “Housing is Key” program. 
 
Caltrans has published its draft “Caltrans District 7 Active Transportation Plan,” 
with the public comment period running through April 5, 2022.  The draft plan 
covers proposed improvements for bicycles, pedestrians, and public transit 
users, on the state highway system in Los Angeles and Ventura counties.  
 
 d. Department of Neighborhood Empowerment (“DONE”) 

 
Gibson Nyambura, responsible for training support for Neighborhood Council 
Boards, reminded Board Members to complete their required trainings. 
 
[Mary Kusnic, Seat 11, joined the meeting at 6:25 pm]  
 
 e.  Council District 5 [following Senator Kamlager’s presentation] 
 
James Ingram, CD5’s Field Deputy for West LA, provided updates on the 
planning for Connect Day, which will take place at Westwood Park on May 11, 
from 11:00 am to 3 pm.  To date, 12 vendors have confirmed their participation.   
 
CD5 also is planning “mini Connect Days” for every Thursday, alternating 
between Westwood Park and Pan Pacific Park.  These sites provide showers, 
clean clothes, vaccinations, and blood pressure checks. 
 
CD5 introduced a motion to condemn Putin for the war in Ukraine. 
 
CD5 continues to be involved in enforcement of LAMC Section 41.18.  After 
Westwood Park, the next sites are Harper & Bagley and Military under the 10 
freeway. 
 
Ingram’s email is James.Ingram@lacity.org.  
 
4. SPECIAL PRESENTATION BY STATE SENATOR SYDNEY KAMLAGER 

 
Sen. Kamlager reported that committee hearings have begun for this legislative 
session. Governor Newsom recently gave a “State of the State” speech to the 
state legislature.  Sen. Kamlager noted areas of debate likely what to do about 

mailto:James.Ingram@lacity.org


 
 

 

 

the state gas tax, stimulus checks, and investment in infrastructure given the 
state budget surplus.  She reported that the state has a $290 billion budget, with 
a $45 billion surplus.  Of that $45 billion, $20 billion is “extra money” in the 
general fund. 
 
Most state senators have submitted their legislative plans.  The deadline for “spot 
bills” is March 16.  Sen. Kamlager’s legislative package focuses on issues of 
public safety, mental and behavioral health, and environmental issues (including 
broadband, transportation, and water). 
 
The bills she is introducing include SB 679 to create the “L.A. County Affordable 
Housing Solutions Agency,” a spot bill regarding the “circular fashion industry” 

and recycling, a bill to increase “gate money” for released prisoners since the 
amount has remain unchanged since 1973), a bill to define the term “neglect” in 
family social services, a bill for parolees to access their medical records, and a 
bill to permit payment for state services in cryptocurrency (which she described 
as a measure promoting economic justice since 42% of crypto investors are 
Latinx and the system is independent of financial institutions). 
 
Sen. Kamlager also mentioned that there will be a “Senior Ball” in the fall to 
celebrate seniors (defined as 55+ in age). 
      
5.   BOARD REPORTS    
         

a. Chair, Terri Tippit 
 
The Trammell Crow funds remain in an escrow account with CD5.  There was 
discussion about “diamond cutting” the sidewalks, which saves money because it 
reduces “slip and falls.” 
 
Barbara Broide and Lisa Morocco will convene to determine the amount available 
and what we legally can do with the funds. 
 

b.  Outreach, Lisa Morocco 
 
The agendized “Motion to Approve up to $2000.00 for Business Information 
videos up to $2,000.00” was tabled. 
 
Motion: WNC moves to approve up to $12,000.00 for Trimming Trees on Pico 

from Sepulveda to Patricia.                         



 
 

 

 

Moved: Seat 2 (Lisa Morocco) 
Second: Seat 13 (Jane Wishon) 
Pass: Yes (14 yes; 0 no; 1 abstain; 3 not present) 
Yes(Y)    No(N)   Abstain(A)  Not present(NP) 
 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10Y,11Y,12Y,13Y,14A,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 
 
Lisa will present an additional motion at the next meeting to approve up to $4,000 
to complete all the trees in the area. 
 

c. Homeless Committee, Sean McMillan 
 

Sean reported on this year’s LAHSA Homeless Count.  He noted that due to the 
very low temperature on the night of the count, there may be an undercount this 
year. 
 
Sean also shared that Mike Stevenson, one of the co-founders of West LA 
Homeless (www.WLAH.org) passed away from complications from COVID.  
WLAH will continue its mission with Sean as Acting President. 
 
Motion: WNC moves to approve $1,080 for WeHope to provide showers and 
laundry services at Connect Day, on May 11, 2022. 
 
Moved: Seat 9 (Sean McMillan) 
Second: Seat 12 (Margaret Gillespie) 
Pass: Yes (14 yes; 0 no; 1 abstain; 3 not present) 
 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10Y,11Y,12Y,13Y,14A,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 
 

d. WRAC, Jane Wishon 
 
Motion: The WNC supports WRAC request that the City Bureau of Engineering 
uses “cool asphalt” for paving with the following recommendations: 
 
i.     Request that StreetsLA prioritizes its program for cooling, including that the 
Bureau of Engineering coat roads and sidewalks with “cool asphalt.” 
 
ii.    Request that Council Districts allocate discretionary funding to StreetsLA to 
expand coating with cool asphalt in their areas. 
 

http://www.wlah.org/


 
 

 

 

iii.    Request that the City prioritize and implement the program by allocating 
sufficient funding. 
 
iv.    Request that the City publicize the streets that are scheduled to be coated. 
 
v.     Request that the City prioritize implementation based on areas with high 
heat temperatures, low tree canopy cover, high use transit stops and high 
pedestrian traffic areas. 
 
vi.     Request that the City study the feasibility and cost of producing, installing 
and maintaining its own product (the cool street coating). 
 

vii.    Request that the City plant street trees where coating is applied, to increase 
the effectiveness of the coating and provide a holistic approach. 
 
Moved:  Seat 13 (Jane Wishon) 
Second: Seat 18 (Joseph Roth) 
Pass: Yes (15 yes; 0 no; 0 abstain; 3 not present) 
 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10Y,11Y,12Y,13Y,14Y,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 
 
The agendized “Motion to support CF 14-1057-S9 (Buscaino/Koretz) (overnight 
vehicle dwelling),” the motion was not made.  It was carried over pending further 
clarification. 
 

e.    Planning Committee, Barbara Broide and Kim Christensen  
 
Motion: The WNC opposes the motion in CF 22-0158, and specifically opposes 
any changes to the City’s zoning regulations that would allow homeless shelters 
to be constructed without regard to otherwise applicable zoning restrictions, 
location or consideration of impacts on the community. We also oppose any 
proposal to make temporary or interim homeless shelters permanent, without 
regard to otherwise applicable zoning restrictions, location or consideration of 
impacts on the community. 
 
Moved: Seat 7 (Barbara Broide) 
Second: Seat 13 (Jane Wishon) 
Pass: Yes (13 yes, 2 no; 0 abstain; 3 not present 
 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6N,7Y,8Y,9Y,10Y,11Y,12N,13Y,14Y,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 
 



 
 

 

 

Motion: Whereas the Westside Neighborhood Council believes that the City of 
Los Angeles has made a good faith effort to complete its Housing Element in 
compliance with all statutory requirements and like other cities in the SCAG sub-
region, the City of Los Angeles has been unduly penalized due to the passage of 
Assembly Bill 1398 with no consideration for the impacts of the COVID pandemic 
on meeting the required timelines.  It is both unreasonable and infeasible to 
complete adoption of a Housing Element and re-zoning from receipt of the 
February 22, 2022 letter of non-compliance from the State Housing and 
Community Development Department to the City of Los Angeles and it would not 
allow time for public engagement.  Therefore, the Westside Neighborhood 
Council moves a request that the City Council and the Office of the City Attorney 
pursue legislative remedy through the amendment of Assembly Bill 1398 for all 

agencies in the SCAG sub-region to extend the time to meet housing element 
compliance to October 15, 2022 and that the SCAG sub-region agencies shall 
have the full three years to complete their re-zoning program to allow adequate 
for a public engagement process.  
 
Moved: Seat 4 (Kim Christensen) 
Second: Seat 7 (Barbara Broide) 
Pass: Yes (15 yes; 0 no; 0 abstain; 3 not present) 
 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10Y,11Y,12Y,13Y,14Y,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 
 
Motion: The Westside NC requests that the Dept. of Public Works and/or City 
Council disclose funding sources to meet the full first year obligations for a public 
automated toilet program to replace those toilets now provided as part of the 
current street furniture program.   
 
Moved: Seat 7 (Barbara Broide) 
Second: Seat 18 (Joseph Roth) 
Pass: Yes (15 yes; 0 no; 0 abstain; 3 not present) 
 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10Y,11Y,12Y,13Y,14Y,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 
 

f. Sustainability & Transportation CIS Proposals, Joseph Roth 

1. Motion to support CF22-0151 in requesting and investigating a plan for new 
developments to be carbon neutral. 

 
Moved: Seat 18 (Joseph Roth) 
Second: Seat 13 (Jane Wishon) 



 
 

 

 

Pass: Yes (15 yes; 0 no; 0 abstain; 3 not present) 
 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10Y,11Y,12Y,13Y,14Y,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 
 
2. Motion to support RECYCLING MARKETS / CURBSIDE RECYCLING 
 
Moved: Seat 18 (Joseph Roth) 
Second: Seat 1 (Jae Wu) 
Pass: Yes (15 yes; 0 no; 0 abstain; 3 not present) 
 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10Y,11Y,12Y,13Y,14Y,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 
 

3. Motion to support STATE FUNDING FOR PLUGGING & SEALING WELLS 
 
Moved: Seat 18 (Joseph Roth) 
Second: Seat 13 (Jane Wishon) 

Pass: Yes (14 yes; 0 no; 1 abstain; 3 not present) 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4A,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10Y,11Y,12Y,13Y,14Y,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 

 
4. Motion to support STATEWIDE RECYCLING OF ORGANIC WASTE 
 
Moved: Seat 18 (Joseph Roth) 
Second: Seat 9 (Sean McMillan) 
Pass: Yes (15 yes; 0 no; 0 abstain; 3 not present) 
 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10Y,11Y,12Y,13Y,14Y,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 
 
5. Motion to support OCEAN ECOLOGY MANAGEMENT & PROTECTION 
 
Moved: Seat 18 (Joseph Roth) 
Second: Seat 1 (Jae Wu) 
Pass: Yes (15 yes; 0 no; 0 abstain; 3 not present) 
 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10Y,11Y,12Y,13Y,14Y,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 
 
6. Motion to support SUSTAINABLE AVIATION FUEL PRODUCTION 
 
Moved: Seat 18 (Joseph Roth) 
Second: Seat 9 (Sean McMillan) 
Pass: Yes (15 yes; 0 no; 0 abstain; 3 not present) 



 
 

 

 

 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10Y,11Y,12Y,13Y,14Y,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 
 

g. Transportation, Joseph Roth 

1. Motion to support SUSTAINABLE PUBLIC TRANSIT INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
Moved: Seat 18 (Joseph Roth) 
Second: Seat 1 (Jae Wu) 
Pass: Yes (15 yes; 0 no; 0 abstain; 3 not present) 
 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10Y,11Y,12Y,13Y,14Y,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 

 
2. Motion to support UNIVERSAL BASIC MOBILITY FUNDING 

 
Moved: Seat 18 (Joseph Roth) 
Second: Seat 13 (Jane Wishon) 

Pass: Yes (15 yes; 0 no; 0 abstain; 3 not present) 
 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10Y,11Y,12Y,13Y,14Y,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 

 
h. Public Safety, Joseph Roth 

 
1. Motion to support STREET LIGHT REPAIRS DUE TO COPPER WIRE THEFT 
 
Moved: Seat 18 (Joseph Roth) 
Second: Seat 13 (Jane Wishon) 
Pass: Yes (15 yes; 0 no; 0 abstain; 3 not present) 
 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10Y,11Y,12Y,13Y,14Y,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 

 
2. Motion to support ENFORCING & PENALIZING COPPER WIRE THEFT 
 
Moved: Seat 18 (Joseph Roth) 
Second: Seat 3 (Jeff Hronek) 
Pass: Yes (15 yes; 0 no; 0 abstain; 3 not present) 
 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10Y,11Y,12Y,13Y,14Y,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 
 
3. Motion to support CYBER SECURITY FOR UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE 
 



 
 

 

 

Moved: Seat 18 (Joseph Roth) 
Second: Seat 9 (Sean McMillan) 
Pass: Yes (15 yes; 0 no; 0 abstain; 3 not present) 
 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10Y,11Y,12Y,13Y,14Y,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 
 
4. Motion to support FIREARMS/GHOST GUNS & MARKETING TO MINORS 
 
Moved: Seat 18 (Joseph Roth) 
Second: Ira Newlander (Seat 14) 
Pass: Yes (15 yes; 0 no; 0 abstain; 3 not present) 
 

1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10Y,11Y,12Y,13Y,14Y,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 
5. Motion to support CONDEMNATION OF RUSSIAN INVASION OF UKRAINE 
 
Moved: Seat 18 (Joseph Roth) 
Second: Seat 13 (Jane Wishon) 
Pass: Yes (15 yes; 0 no; 0 abstain; 3 not present) 
 
1Y,2Y,3Y,4Y,5NP,6Y,7Y,8Y,9Y,10Y,11Y,12Y,13Y,14Y,15Y,16NP,17NP,18Y 
 


